
CLUB NEWS AND HIGHLIGHTS

17U found themselves 3 players short this weekend; a 6 rotation player, a middle and Libero. Headed into the
tournament with 7, 17U then lost their setter! Refusing to take "no" for an answer, the team went on to play

the rest of their tournament with 6 players winning their last match in 3 and placed SILVER overall!! 
Congrats 17U!! Talk about stepping up and fighting through some adversity! 

This exercise is excellent to train our body to maintain and inside ankle bone
high position, which is essential to producing maximal power in our athletic
movements, while staying safe and injury resilient. By holding this isometric
position, we are training our central nervous system to activate relatively
dormant muscle groups, in particular our outside calf, to absorb force and
produce power. Be sure distribute your body weight into the outside/power
side of the foot, and climb high up on those outside toes and extend your
ankles in both the bow and corner positions to maximize the muscular
challenge of this drill, while getting the most out of it. Perform 3-4 sets of
anywhere from :30s-1:00m +. MAKE IT BURN!!!!

TEAM OF THE WEEK Each week we select a team who dug deep and stepped up big
during their tournament and practices throughout the week. 
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Below Coach Jon talks about the importance of this week's fitness focus movement. A

movement we focus on in the gym, but one you can also practice and master right at home!

You can find the demonstration in the MP4 file or talk to your fitness coach! 

Movement Of The Week

17U SELECT TEAM

Wall Supported Air Chair

Here is an example of an
injury prone athlete, with
their inside ankle bone low,

and pressure distributed to
the inside of the foot.

Here is an example of an
injury resilient and explosive
athlete, maintaining an
inside ankle bone high
position, and distributing
weight to the outside edge
of the foot.

Video Link

https://studio.youtube.com/video/4fZdO7aHPWI/edit


PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Kali Wickenheiser
17U

"Jillian stepped up
this weekend playing
a position she has
never played before ,
middle front. She
played confidently
and made very smart
plays at the net. Her
athleticism and
determination helped
the team make it to
silver bracket."
-Coach Dayna
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Miranda Jasinski
16U

Jillian Jondro
14U

"Miranda had a
great weekend
leading her team
in passes, serves
& kills. Miranda

works hard at
practice and is a
natural

competitor."
-Coach Shelia

"Down players, Kali put
her team on her back in
the 3rd match. She
dominated the net from
the middle and played
incredible defense in the
back row - a place she
never plays on a normal
day. Everyone stepped
up, but Kali was our
leader on the floor!"
 Coach Paul
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Jayanna Willets
12U

I sub coached for
the 12’s team this
Saturday . I would
pick Jayanna
Willits. She was
solid all around,
was very
coachable, and
had great energy!-
Coach Kari

Training Athlete 
Of The Week

"Jada  has excelled
in her training. She is
a leader in training
and had grasp the
goata concepts. We
see great effort with
her in every exercise
and commitment
with her at home
work. She has
excelled and we are
excited to see how
we can push her to 
 be a better athlete"
Coach Mitch

JADA WORRELL

INJURY PREVENTION TIPS
Hey guys! This is Coach Emma 😊 Today we are going to discuss Shoulder Instability. We’ll go over

what it is, what causes it, and how to prevent it.

 What is Shoulder Instability? 

Shoulder Instability occurs when the arm is moved out of place from the shoulder.  It could either
be a subluxation, or a complete dislocation. A subluxation occurs when the arm is only partially moved out
of place. Usually, it will pop right back in quickly. A dislocation occurs when the arm completely moves of
the shoulder. It may not go back into place on its own.

What Causes Shoulder Instability? 

Whether it is atraumatic or traumatic, shoulder instability occurs when the shoulder groove (glenoid fossa),
the ligaments holding it together, or the labrum are overstretched, torn, or separated. Therefore, when
only one part of the shoulder is injured, the entire joint is compromised because of all the little pieces
holding it together. Integrity for stability, mobility, and strength ultimately decreases. Increased risks include
participating in contact sports, having a previous injury to the shoulder, weak shoulder muscles, and lax
shoulder connective tissues.
  
How to Prevent Shoulder Instability: 

To prevent shoulder instability, it is crucial to maintain the stability, mobility, and strength of the shoulder
complex. This includes the deltoid (shoulder) muscles, rotator cuff muscles, biceps, triceps, chest muscles,
and back muscles. To do this, proper form through the upper body must be executed when warming up,
strength training, performing different skills (throwing, hitting, serving, and striking), and cooling down.
Below are examples of each.

Warming Up: 

· Shoulder Shrugs 
· Long Arm Circles 
· Elbow Curls 
· Bodyweight Arm Raises (straight in front), Front Angle Arm Raises and Back Angle Swings (like a Y) Snow
Angles (to the sides), and Arm Hugs (straight across)
· Bodyweight Shoulder Rotations (Scarecrows, Internal/External Rotation from parallel and perpendicular) 
·1 set of 20 reps

Strength Training: 

·Practicing internal rotation through the
shoulder when moving bodyweight, a dumbbell, resistance band, or rubber tubing.
· Shoulder Rotations (parallel or perpendicular) with very-light dumbbells or resistance bands
· Arm Motions (described above) with very-light dumbbells or resistance bands 
·  2-3 sets of 15 reps 
· Maintaining the strength and integrity of the collective arm, shoulder, chest, and back muscles.

Cool Down: 

·Cross body stretch with elbow straight (never locked).  ·Cross body stretch with elbow bent 
·Chest stretch (arms across body and straight back). · Overhead stretch (1 arm bent, other hand grabs
elbow) · Overhead stretch with elbows straight (arm next to ear) · Static arm hug (both arms cross body)
· Static arm swing hold (arms straight back)  · Hold 15s-30s. May hold up to 1 minute for flexibility
improvements. Never force the stretch!

Good luck to all players and coaches competing this weekend! Check back next week for another
newsletter and more great updates from all of us here at LevelUp! 


